Municipal Risk Scores
Four Twenty Seven’s forward-looking data analytics empower investors
to identify and mitigate risk in their municipal bond portfolios.
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Climate hazards assessed at the city and county level — hurricanes, sea level rise, extreme
rainfall, heat stress, water stress, wildfire
(forthcoming)

U.S. cities scored for their climate risk exposure
by hazard — every city over 50,000 in population

U.S. counties scored for their
climate risk exposure by hazard, with scores
presented relative to their peers

Years into the future—scores
compare historical temperature and precipitation
to future conditions to assess relative risk

Use Cases
• Municipal bond portfolio managers - incorporate physical climate risks into your portfolio
construction and risk management processes.
• Credit risk analysts - evaluate credit worthiness of issuers as a function of forward-looking
climate risks.
• Rating agencies - enhance analysis of issuer quality with data-driven views of the impacts
of climate change.
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Product Details
•

Data feed subscription

•

Aggregated total risk score for
each city and county

•

Exposure scores for each
climate hazard

•

Additional cities and municipal
entities forthcoming

Methodology
•

Four Twenty Seven’s municipal risk
scores use temperature and precipitation
climate projections at a 25x25km resolution.

•

Hurricane and typhoon scores are based
on mapping of historical data on 1200 cyclones from 1984-2017.

•

Water stress scores combine forwardlooking climate projections with data on
current water scarcity and demand,

*forthcoming

About Four Twenty Seven
Four Twenty Seven, an affiliate of Moody’s, is a publisher and provider of data, market intelligence

and analysis related to physical climate and environmental risks. As the leading provider of climate
intelligence for financial markets, Four Twenty Seven serves asset owners, commercial banks, Fortune 100 corporations, development finance institutions and government agencies. Our other data
products include risk scores for equities, sovereigns and real estate investment trusts.
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